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They came to understand that Violet Vision Media Corp would certainly rise to a new peak under the
leadership of the new chairman!

Zayn returned to his office. He rubbed his temples to relax. He did not manage to sleep well last night because
the floor had been too cold. What a pathetic reason to have lost sleep over!

Feeling a little drowsy now, he got some shut eye for a short while, then he called his assistant to bring in a
cup for coffee to refresh himself.

It did not take long before there was a knock on the door followed by a sweet voice saying, “Sir, your coffee’s
here.”

“Come in,” Zayn said nonchalantly before he continued to screen through the documents.

Two hours ago, Yvonne had arrived at Violet Vision Media Corp way ahead of time. It was the final day of
recruitment, so she had to seize the opportunity properly for sure!

Ever since she found out that Zayn was the chairman of Violet Vision Media Corp, she had been overwhelmed
with emotions all this time without a single moment of calmness. She went to look up Zayn’s background at
once after she returned home after the previous incident but did not find anything. She looked into Violet

Vision Media Corp and discovered that the original chairman of the company had the last name ‘Capel’. It was
precisely on the same day she encountered Zayn that Violet Vision Media Corp was suddenly signed over to
someone. A mysterious person had acquired Violet Vision Media Corp with a large sum of 350 million

dollars!

The mysterious person was precisely Zayn.

She had no idea how Zayn managed to get so much money, and why a man as wealthy as him would have

consented to marry into the Carter family willingly.



Nonetheless, all this was not important and she had no intention to look further into the matter either. She had
only identified one thing, Zayn was a wealthy man. Moreover, he was a super wealthy tycoon!

This was not the result of an act but it was the truth. As a result, she immediately came up with a plan to make
sure that she could seduce Zayn regardless of the method.

It was too difficult to make money in this current society. There were many women with much better
qualifications than her. They would degrade their dignity to submit and serve greasy middle aged men for
vanity, much to her disgust. Zayn was still young
now, and he had a good figure. She could not possibly allow herself to let go of a perfect husband like him!

In the end, she arrived for the interview at Violet Vision Media Corp way ahead of time.

She had already prepared for this very moment for a long time. She believed that she would certainly be able
to receive a job offer with her qualifications.

On the other hand, reality had proven that her speculation was right. She was offered a job without any
difficulty and was now a part of Violet Vision Media Corp. Next, she would get close to Zayn!

It was supposed to be a long process in her original plan that could not be rushed. Still, she was lucky. She
was given a chance to serve the chairman coffee as soon as she was hired. How amazing!

For that very purpose, she intentionally freshened up her makeup so that she could appear even sexier and
more beautiful. In addition to that, she unbuttoned two more buttons on her shirt on purpose.

She refused to believe that Zayn would not be infatuated by the sight of her now!

Upon entering the office, she was immediately shocked by the elegant office. It smelled of money! She had
always bragged about being a rich kid to Faye because her family owned a company. However, she was much
inferior compared to Violet Vision. The difference was akin to night and day.



She noticed Zayn sitting in the chair, screening through documents in all apparent seriousness. Zayn was
dressed in an expensive suit, and his hair was styled nicely as well. He looked really handsome, just like the
splitting image of a classic wealthy bachelor. Yvonne could not help feeling butterflies in her stomach, unable
to look away from Zayn! How did she not notice how good looking he was in the past? Oh, god, she must
have been blind in the past, was she not?

She held the coffee and made her way to the side of Zayn with gentle footsteps. She said in a sweet, seductive
voice on purpose, “Sir, here’s your coffee.”

Zayn did not look up as he said nonchalantly, “Alright, you may just leave it there.”

After managing to get the opportunity to be with Zayn alone with great effort, how could she abandon the plan

so easily? She stood next to Zayn and attempted to tease him.
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